Pasti, Matteo di Andrea de’
1420 – 1467/68

Foundation medal for the Tempio Malatestiano, Rimini

Rimini 1450 (but circa 1454)

Bronze, a very fine early cast (pierced at 12:00, traces of verdigris). 40 mm diameter.


Reverse Front view of the Tempio Malatestiano, Rimini, according to Alberti’s proposed reconstruction. Around, PRAECL[ARUM] . A RIMINI . TEMPLUM . AN[NO] . GRATIAE . V[VIVENS or VICTOR or VOTUM] . F[ECIT] . M.CCCC.L

PROVENANCE Sotheby’s, ‘Coins and medals’, London, 5 July 1994, lot 1

This attractive medal was cast to commemorate the remodelling of the exterior shell and façade of the 13th-century church of San Francesco in Rimini. Examples were placed in the foundation, others distributed as favours and as publicity, and six were later concealed in Sigismondo’s tomb, arranged in the shape of a cross beneath his body.

Although medals with architectural reverses are known from antiquity, there is no evidence that they were ever placed in the foundations of new buildings before the early Renaissance. Matteo de’ Pasti’s medal of the Tempio Malatestiano is the earliest known foundation medal produced anywhere, and evidently also the first to represent literally rather than figuratively the design intended to be carried out.

The medallist Matteo di Andrea de’ Pasti was artist and counsellor to the Malatesta court at Rimini and superintendent of architectural works in the Malatesta lands. He worked closely with Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1472) in the modification of San Francesco into a combination of religious edifice and mausoleum for the Malatesta family, and this medal is supposed to have been cast following ‘directions or suggestions’ provided by Alberti himself.1

---

1 Pier Giorgio Pasini, ‘Matteo de’ Pasti: problems of style and chronology’ in Studies in the
The version of the façade depicted on the reverse of our medal features the great dome and other aspects of Alberti’s project that were never carried out, for which reason ‘Questa medaglia costituisce un documento fondamentale per la ricostruzione dell’ originale progetto albertiano del Tempio e in quanto tale e stata riprodotta e commentata da quasi tutti gli studiosi che si sono occupati del monumento’.  

The reverse is known in two versions, with minor variations which document modifications to the original project: ‘nella prima il portale centrale è una semplice apertura grezza, sovrastata da un’apertura minore; nella seconda invece il portale è completo del timpano e dei festoni laterali, con traccia del parlamento in marmi policromi [as the specimen here offered]’.  

The date 1450 on the reverse is commemorative and records the decision to transform the church. It is generally agreed that the medal was produced in 1453 or 1454, an argument in favour of the latter date being the correspondence of the obverse portrait of Sigismondo wearing a wreath (a feature not to be found in any of his other medals) with portraits in the Nave and Chapel of Sibyls executed in 1454.
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